
Quickly & accurately 

backup your 
Active Directory 

Quickly and accurately backup your Active 

Directory, painlessly recover your Active 

Directory objects when needed down to a 

single attribute. You can recover complete 

domain or different AD objects
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Active Directory Recovery

Granular or Full Recovery of Active Directory

Take AD Recovery beyond the native tools

Schedule Active directory backup

Take Bare Metal and System state backups

Recover an entire Active Directory Domain

Backup & Restore Quickly and Accurately
CionSystems delivers a simple and 
cost effective solution to protect the 
most important part of enterprise 
infrastructure from any disaster.



CionSystems delivers a simple and cost effective solution to protect the most important part of enterprise infrastructure 
from any disaster.

Active Directory (AD) is one of the most critical systems in your Windows infrastructure. It manages essential information 
and all enterprise level applications and security depend on its health therefore its availability and security must be 
assured. Human error, malicious actions, and technology failures can easily corrupt your directory, system configurations 
or Group Policy data. To sustain efficient business operations, you must securely back up your AD and be ready to 
recover the information 24/7 because any unplanned system downtime means lost productivity.

Quickly and Accurately Backup and Recover Your 
Active Directory objects

Why you need it

What problem does it solve

What feature does it offer

Active Directory is one of the most critical components in a Windows environment.

AD disaster recovery at the object and attribute, and directory level

CionSystems solution takes automated backup of the domain

Allows undelete of partitions, containers, objects down to single attributes

Restores both system and non-system attributes

Restore GPO’s, groups, ou’s, user objects – easily go back to previous state

Everything in the enterprise is dependent on Active Directory or DNS and if it crashes nothing works right or at all. 
Crashes, corruption do happen!

Unintentional changes do happen! How to go back to previous state?

Addition to multiple domain controllers, ensure you have a backup and recovery solution for active directory.  

Accidentally deleting object, attributes, containers, group policy and you want to undo and go back to previous state 
for system and non-system attributes!

Easy to use Web based User Interface

Backup Active Directory on demand on schedule

Easily restore previous setting of any objects

Easily restore any containers

Undo delete or any change

Recover from disaster and corruptions

https://cionsystems.com/activedirectoryrecovery.php
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